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ISO OFFICE

[Ed. Note:  Last month’s PBR
highlighted a Convention Dele-
gate resolution honoring the
services of Arnold D. to the SAA
Fellowship. Another request...]

“Please, can you print this item
in the August-September PBR??
Time is short.”

Many of you may know
that Arnold D has been seriously
ill, and despite ongoing treatment
and the support of his devoted wife
Ila, his future outlook is uncertain.
Those in the fellowship who re-
member his long time contributions
in so many areas may wish to send
him a card or letter. Now is the
ideal time to do so. The address is:

Arnold D
PO Box 502

Mount Morris, MI 48458

Thanks in advance on be-
half of all Arnold's family, friends
and recovery partners.

Sincerely,
   Ted M
   for the Michigan SAA Intergroup
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HOW DID YOU RECEIVE YOUR CALL TO SAA???
We all have had that one moment when we really knew when we

“got the call”.  Over time perhaps it dims with age.  That’s why most of
us know the value of a “wild-eyed newcomer”.  We are reminded of all
the past.  See the “Yellow Notepad” article, page 11.  Thanksgiving!

All the articles, letters, and other sub-
missions to the PBR are intended to keep us
aware of our path of recovery, wherever we
happen to be on that road.  In addition to that
one on page 11, there are others here, and in
other issues, which are meant to improve our
vision on life itself, especially through the eyes
of recovery.

It’s not unlike going to our meetings on
a regualr basis, and working our programs in a
regular way.  Not only do we see ourselves as
we are at the moment, but then have an oppor-
tunity to reflect on the total of our lives, and
what “it was like, what happened....”

Send us your “sharing”, just like it was
regular meeting time.  Send your “check-in”.  It
will enlighten the life of another.
   ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

PERMISSION IS GRANTED TO COPY THE PLAIN BROWN RAPPER
AND PASS IT ON TO OTHERS WHO MAY STILL BE SUFFERING

FROM SEXUAL ADDICTION.  SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE FREE.
DONATIONS ARE GRATEFULLY ACCEPTED.
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TAPES AND LITERATURE

On page 12 is a list of the 1999 Con-
vention tapes available at the ISO Office.  For
those of you who may not have seen the
enclosure with the last “snail mailed” PBR.

You will note the savings on a pur-
chase of ALL the tapes from the Convention!
And we’ll attest to the fact that these tapes will
enhance the recovery of all the members who
will just listen.  Groups can order the whole
bunch, maybe even charge a minimal fee for
the “check-out” of each tape, allowing the
members to “pay as you use” this important
recovery resource.  And if you haven’t got a
current Literature Catalog, call the ISO Office.
AND USE THE MATERIALS !!! They WORK!!

Steps/Traditions


